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I. INTR00ucT10~ 
1.1. The real O# introduced by Solovay [9] has the following well- 
known properties: 
(1) Let a be an ordinal such that L,[O”] is admissible; then a is a 
cardinal in the sense of L. 
(2) Conversely, let r be a real. Assume that every ordinal a, such that 
L,[r] is admissible, is a cardinal in the sense of L. Then Ox E L[r], 
These results are due to Silver. (For a proof see [S].) In this paper I will 
prove 
THEOREM. Let d(x) be a Z, formula of the ZF set theory. Let M be a 
transitive model of ZF+ V= L + Va (a cardinal + $(a)). There is an M 
definable class P of forcing conditions such that the following hold for 
every P-generic extension N of M: 
(1) N and M have the same cardinals and the same cofinality 
function. 
(2) There is a real r in N such that N satisfies 
(i) ZF+ V= L[r] + 1 O#. 
(ii) Va (if L,[r] is admissible then L k &a)). 
Notes. (1) The hypothesis Va (a cardinal + L /= &a)) can be 
weakened in the following way: It is enough that we can find a class generic 
real x such that 
L[x] l= a cardinal + L j= d(a). 
(2) In view of the previous property of Ox, this theorem is the best 
possible since “to be a cardinal in L” is defined by a n, formula. 
(3) Using the technique developed in [3], it is not difficult to see that 
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we may assume that the real given by the theorem is l7: singleton in N as 
well as in any set generic extension of N. 
(4) Using the technique developed in [l], we may also assume that 
rEL[O#]. 
(5) In [4] S. Friedman proves the following: There is an L-definable 
class P of forcing conditions to give a real r such that for every ordinal a, o! 
is r-admissible if and only if a is recursively inaccessible (i.e., admissible and 
limit of admissibles). Although the idea is the same, the proof is much more 
difficult since, there, the main problem is to preserve admissibles whereas, 
here, I only have to kill admissibles. The question now is: For which classes 
A in L can we find a (generic) real r such that a is r-admissible iff a E A? 
Clearly A must contain a closed unbounded class (the cardinals in the 
sense of L[r]) not “essentially” different from the class of the L-cardinals 
(to avoid 0”). Moreover, A has to satisfy: 
Va (a E A =z- a is A n a-admissible). 
If we ask A to be C, or d,, is that sufficient? 
1.2. I now give some applications of this theorem. 
(1) It gives a positive answer to the following question of J. Y. Girard 
and J. P. Ressayre: Let r be a real. Define the function F, from the ordinals 
to the ordinals by: F,(a) = the least /I > a such that L8[r] is admissible 
(write Ffor F,). The question is: Find a real r such that Ox $ L[r] and Va, 
F,(a) > F(a). Note that such a real cannot be set generic over L because if a 
is larger than the cardinality of the set of conditions it is easy to see that 
F,(a) = F(a). 
It is easy to see that, taking #(a) = V/I < aF@) < a, the theorem gives the 
answer. Of course, S. Friedman’s result heavily improves this. 
(2) As another application we can take for &a): L,(,, + a is a car- 
dinal, where G is any Z, function such that G(a) > a for any a. This shows 
that the property of O# mentioned above can be approached as closely as 
possible. 
(3) The theorem can also be used with d(a) = L, k $ where rj is any 
formula such that L, k II/ for any L-cardinal a. Note that in this case the 
proof of the theorem should be much easier since many problems arising in 
the proof come from the fact that to see L t= d(a) we have to look in some 
L, where /? is much larger than a. 
(4) A particular case of this is for &a): L, tf ZF. This is the main 
result of [2] (this result has been proved independently by Beller; see [ 11). 
Note that in this case some work has to be done before the theorem can be 
used since it is not certain that for every cardinal a, L, /# ZF. 
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(5) As a final application, the theorem shows that the following 
theories are equiconsistent: 
(i) ZF+ lO# + C is a closed unbounded class of cardinals such 
that aeC=sL, k ZF-. 
(ii) ZF+i0#+3rcw (P’=L[r]+Va (L,[r]kKP=>L,kZF-)). 
(ii) * (i) is trivial. For th e converse it is enough to collapse cardinals such 
that: a limit cardinal 3 a E C; then use Jensen’s coding theorem and finally 
use the theorem above. 
Note that these theories are weaker than ZF + there is an inaccessible 
cardinal (take for C, {a/L, < LK}. Also note that we cannot replace ZF- 
by ZF since an easy use of the covering theorem shows that if for every a 
such that L,[r] k KP, L, + ZF, then O# E L[r]. 
1.3. Before giving the proof of the theorem, let me give the idea: I shall 
use Jensen’s method (see [ 11) to code by r. What has to be coded? 
Let D be a subset of oi (in or out of L). Code it by a real r using almost 
disjoint sets. What about D if I want r to satisfy the theorem? Let p < 02. 
Assume Ls[r] is admissible. There are two cases to consider: 
(1) For some <<fl, L, k t=o,. Then Dn<ELB[r] and so b is 
D n <-admissible. So it is enough that D satisfies 
V< < o1 , VP (if p is D n t-admissible and L, k 5 = ml, 
then L != 4(B)). (*I 
(2) L, k w  is the largest cardinal. If we can arrange it so that D n/l is 
d l(r) in Lp[r], then fl is D n /I-admissible. So it will be enough that D 
satisfies 
V/l < wi (if /I is D n b-admissible and L, k w  is the largest 
cardinal, then L k &I)). (**) 
Note that in the case #(a) = V/3 < a, F(b) < a, a D satisfying (**) is easily 
defined in L: Choose D such that D n [w . a, o . (a + 1 )[ codes, in a 
canonical way, the ath admissible ordinal. Of course, a D satisfying (*) and 
(**) cannot in general be found by a set generic extension. Jensen’s method 
has to be used. The main problems are the following: 
l We have to arrange it so that in the case L, k o is the largest car- 
dinal we can recover D n /I in Ls[r] in a A,(r) way. The original coding 
has to be speeded up since for (essentially) any admissible fl, if 
L, l= card(y) = w  the code used for y has to be found in L,. (Of course this 
has to be true not only for w  but for any other cardinal a.) To ensure this, 
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instead of the useless strong structures a3 of Jensen (they were a model of 
ZF-), we will use much weaker structures (only p.r. closed). 
l The second problem is much more difficult. (I assume here some 
familiarity with Jensen’s notations). To prove that P, is s-distributive, per- 
form the usual construction. It must be shown that at some limit stage the 
p that was built is a condition. One of the main things to check is that 
py E S, for every cardinal y. Here you have to check that some admissibles b 
are in the class defined by 4. This is done, as usual, by using the fact that pr 
is pseudogeneric over the collapse of some elementary substructure of L 
except for the ordinal which is the collapse of ORD. In this case nothing 
can be done since, essentially, we need a witness for ORD to be in 4, which 
of course we do not have. To deal with that problem I shall use an idea 
derived, essentially, from S. Friedman’s strong coding: I shall make every 
condition in Ps (s E S,+ ) sufficiently generic over UBEcardna PC’ for some 
(not all) limit cardinals a, so that the distributivity of the P; (which is 
proved as usual) implies the distributivity of the P,. 
Now it remains to work. Since it will be fastidious, and in fact useless, to 
rewrite everything in Jensen’s proof, I shall only define and prove what is 
new, following Jensen’s notations. So I invite the reader to work with a 
copy-and/or a good knowledge-of Jensen’s’proof. 
II. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Before defining the class P, 
CLAIM. Z can assume without loss of generality that the following holds: 
For every successor cardinal a, and every fi E: ]a, a + [, if /? is admj&le then 
LB k 4(a). 
Proof: First note that this is not necessarily the case (e.g., if d(a) = 3y 
(Ly i= ZF- + a is a cardinal)). Define A = UmEcaTd A, as follows: 
A, c [a, a + [ codes, in a canonical way, a well-ordering of length yol, 
where y, is the least y such that L, + &a) (of course yoI < a + ). Now it is 
enough to use Jensen’s theorem to code A by a real r. It is clear that if p is 
r-admissible and has cardinality a (a a successor cardinal), then L, k &a). 
DEFINITION 1. Let a > w  be a cardinal. For < E [a, a + [, define & 
(i < 0) as follows: 
pi+ l= the least p > ,ui such that p is primitive recursively closed; 
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L, l= 8(a), where O(a) means “a is the largest cardinal”; and cof p = a, if a 
is a successor cardinal. 
@ = Sup(&/i < 0). 
Also define AC; = Lpi and a, = 687. 
DEFINITION 2. Let a > cu be a cardinal. Define S, as follows: 
s E S, iff s: [a, IsI [ --f 2 where 
l VP<&, (if 35~ IsI, L, l=< =a+ and /3 is s r l-admissible or 
L, k O(a) and j.? is s r b-admissible); then L,fs, b 4(p). 
Note. S, is not closed under subsequences. In particular, QJ does not 
necessarily satisfy these conditions (but by the claim above for successor a, 
Qr does). This is by no means a problem since the only things we need are 
distributivity and for S, to have arbitrarily long elements. 
Also it can be checked (though rather fastidiously) that working with p.r. 
closed structures does not cause any trouble. 
The second clause in the definition (SE a,,,) also does not pose any 
difficulty (for more details see [3]). 
It is convenient to say (in any case) that 0 ES,, and after the next 
lemma I will make this correction. This lemma shows that this does not 
introduce a contradiction. 
LEMMA 1. Letabeacardinal~o,p=@orpES,,~E]Jpl,a+[. There 
is a q <p (i.e., as usual q xp) such that q E S, and lqla q. 
Proof: Let q r [lpi, IpI + a[ code a well-ordering of length pi, and 
q(5) = 0 for r E [IpI + a, q’[ where q’ = Max(q, IpI + a). 
Now define for s E S,+, W” exactly as in [ 11, using the new S, and at. 
LEMMA 2. Let a be a cardinal > o, s E S,+, IsI > y,+. Then w” is 
a-distributive in ai. 
Proof. Remember that L,,.+ + ~(cI+ ). A s usual, P is the iteration of 
two forcings. The first one which codes s by a subset D of [a, a+ [ is 
trivially distributive. The second one which kills the admissibles not in the 
class q5. So work in L,;, [D] = b. Let (di)i<, be a sequence of open dense 
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subsets of 9; (where W’=Sei * 9:) and PEW;. Define (Xi, pi, bi, ai, 
pi/i 6 a) as follows: 
x0 = the Skolem Hull of c1 u { p, (dJi( a) } in b; 
xi+l = the Skolem Hull of xiv {xi} in 6; 
xi.= Uicl x, for limit A; 
ai:LB,[Dnai]+xi where ai=xina+=a,‘(a+); 
PO ‘Pi Pi+ 1 = the least q <pi such that q E di and 1412 ai; p1 = U, < j. pi 
(for limit 2) if this is a condition, undefined otherwise. 
It must be shown that pi, is defined for every limit 1. It is easy to see that 
& is the least p.r. closed ordinal p above bi (s.t. cof p = a if a is a suc- 
cessor). A standard proof shows that pi. E CX,~. Let 8~ & be admissible. It 
remains to show the last condition in the definition of S,. 
We may assume B < pi. since there are no admissibles in [pi, &] (pf is 
not admissible and so neither is pi). For j? < a1 this is trivial. For /? = aj. 
this follows from the fact that Lpi + &a’) and from the elementariness of 
(Tj.. SO assume PE]ai,Bj,[. Let /?=Oj(jJ)<&. 
Case 1. L, b O(a+ ). Since /? is D n a,-admissible, /? is D-admissible, 
but s r/I is d, in LB[D], so B is s r/3-admissible. By the definition of S,+ 
we have L,y l= d(j) and so by elementariness Lfli + 4(b). 
Case 2. Lp b [=a: =a++ for some r < 8. Let t = a,([), S= a;‘(s) 
(s is definable from D so SEXJ. 5 < Is/ since otherwise L, k IsI < < = 
a++ and then pfs, < 5 < /?, a contradiction. So s r 5 E LB[D] and jI is 
s r g-admissible. But then L,;$, b q5(/?) and again L,, k d(p). 
I now introduce the new definition of Ps and P,. Besides the usual 
notions, I will define QK, q5K for some limit cardinals K. I first need some 
definitions and lemmas. 
DEFINITION 3. Let K be a limit cardinal. Let n(K) be the largest n CO 
such that L, satisfies the Z, replacement, if such an n exists; otherwise say 
n(K) = o. 
LEMMA 3. Let K be a limit cardinal. Then 
(1) n(K)2 1, 
(2) if n(K) < o, then K is singular. 
Proof: Trivial. 
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DEFINITION 4. Let E be the class of limit cardinals K such that 
(1) n(K)<w, 
(2) (a < K/L <n(K) LK} is bounded in K. 
Lemma 4 below states that E is thin (i.e., for every K, En K is not 
stationary in K). This will make the extendability of the conditions easy. 
Lemma 5, however, says that E is fat enough for our purpose, that is, it 
is enough to ask new requirements for cardinals in E. 
LEMMA 4. Let K be a limit cardinal. There is a closed unbounded subset 
C, of K such that for every limit point y in C,: 
(1) y is a limit cardinal and y $ E, 
(2) CKnwLy+w9 
(3) L, <n(K) LK. 
Note. This is a weak form of 0 m [7, Theorem 5.11. The class E and 
the sets C, defined here are essentially, but not exactly, the same as those 
in [7]. Also note that (2) is a very weak coherence property. 
Proof. Case 1. LK+w k cofK= o. Take for C, the L-least colinal 
sequence of order type o. 
Case 2. LK+w k cof K> o and n(K) = o. Take for CK the set of y such 
that L, CL,. 
Case 3. LK+U i= cofK>w and n(K)<w. 
Let n = n(K) and A= cof(K) < K. Let A c K be the 2, master code for K. 
Let f: k --f K be a normal function converging to K such that f is C1 over 
(LK, A). Let aj= f(i) (for i< 1). There is a do formula II/ with parameter p 
such that for i < A, f(i) = cti iff (LK, A) i= 3x tj (x, i, a,). Define (KJi < A) as 
follows: 
K,, = the least cardinal y such that L, <“L, and p E L,; 
Ki+ 1 = the least cardinal y such that y > Ki, tli and i, cn L,, and 
there is an x in L, such that L, k It/(x, i, cq); 
Ki = Sup( Kj/j < i) for limit i. 
Since L, satisfies the Z, replacement and cof K > w  it is easy to see that for 
all i < A, Ki < K. If we take for CK the set of Ki for limit i < 1, the conditions 
of the lemma are clearly satisfied except for y 4 E. This follows immediately 
from the claim below. 
CLAIM. For all limits i < A, n(K,) = n. 
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Proof Since L, cn L, and LK satisfies the C, replacement we have 
n(K,) 2 n. But it is clear that the sequence (K,/j< i) is C,,, i in L,, and so 
LK, does not satisfy the Z, + , replacement. 
LEMMA 5. Let K be a limit cardinal such that n(K) < o; let Cc K be 
c n(K, _, in L, and closed unbounded in K. Then there is a y E C n E such that 
n(y) = n(K) - 1. 
Proof. Let II/ be C, _ , (n = n(K)) such that c( E C iff L, f= $(a, p). Let y 
be the least limit cardinal s.t. p E L, and L, < n(Kj- 1 L,. Clearly y E E and 
n(y) = n(K) - 1. But, since C is unbounded, LK satisfies V6 3~ > a$(~, p), 
which is a Z7,, formula. So L, also satisfies this formula. This shows that 
C n y is unbounded in y and so y E C since C is closed. 
We are now ready to define the new PT. 
DEFINITION 5. Define by induction on a, P; (s E S,), Q,, tiol as follows: 
Define c exactly as in [ 11 (using the new ,ui, S,), but add the following 
requirement: 
(i) If aEE, n(a)>2, define Qdl= U PI’. 
Becardnsr 
4, = the least (in some canonical well-ordering of the formulas with 
parameters in L,) 4 such that 
(1) 4 is L(a)--2, 
(2) {PE Qa/L t= &P)) is an open dense subset of Qol, 
(3) for all II/ less than 4, if $ is Cn(zJ-2 there is Cr<a such that 
ClEE, L, < L, and ICI=$a, 
n(a)- 1 
(4) for no Cr<a, GEE, L, <n(cr)-l L,, 4 is 4,. 
The new requirement *(a) for p to be in pS is: 
*(Co: Mp Mup r CA C a meets b,} is dense below p r/l in PEP for 
some B<a, where “r meets &’ means: %<a, L, /= d(r /I?). 
Note. It is easily seen that if *(a) holds for some p and 83 p, then it 
also holds for B. So, in *(a), we allow /I to be less than r. In such a case this 
means {q E Pg/q up meets d,} is dense in Pg. 
(ii) If a 4 E or n(a) = 1, Q,, #a are undefined and *(a) is 
true for any p. 
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Define, as usual, P, = UaEcaTd P;‘. We now have to prove extendability and 
distributivity for P7 and P,. The only new problem for extendability is 
solved by the next lemma. 
LEMMA 6. Let o < a < K be cardinals, s E S,, in S,, p E P”,. There is a 
qEPS~suchthatq~pinP”J,qra=p,andqsatisfies*(~)forall~~K. 
ProoJ: By induction on K. We may assume K is limit. Define a sequence 
of elements of P, as follows: 
l If K $ E let p,, = p; 
l If K E E let pO be the least q in QK, s.t. q < p, q r a = p, q satisfies 
*W 
Let a’ < K be the length of p,,. Let (Ki)i,l be the monotone enumeration of 
C,n [a’, K[ (see Lemma 4). We may assume a’ = KO. 
Define (pi)iGl as follows: pO is already defined. 
pi+ r = the least q in P,“‘+’ such that 
l q<pi in P:+l, 
l 9 l’Ki=pi I’Ki, 
l q satisfies *(/I) for every limit cardinal /I in [K,, Ki+,]. 
For limit i < I, let pi = Uj < i pi if pi E P,, undefined otherwise. Clearly it is 
enough to show that for every limit i < I, pi is defined. For such an i, either 
i < i and Ki# E so there is no requirement at Ki or i = 1 and we satisfied 
the (possible) requirement there at the beginning. So the only reason for 
which pi may not be a member of P, will be because pi does not code 
enough. But, by the properties of C,, it is easily seen that pin LK,+w so pi 
has nothing to code. 
LEMMA 7. Let z < a be cardinals, s E S,+ . Then P”, is z-distributive in ai, 
Proof: Exactly as in [ 11, using the genericity of the conditions to show 
that pr E S, for every y. 
The last step of the proof (for which we introduced these new 
requirements) is to prove that P, is r-distributive. The crucial point is: 
LEMMA 8. Let T <K be cardinals, s E SK, A c QK, p E Pt. Assume 
l K limit, cof K > o, 3 < n(K) c o, 
9 A is open dense and A is Zn(K,--3 in LK. 
Then there is a /3 < K, s.t. {q <p r fi/qvp r [p, K[ meets A} is dense below 
p r p in Pga. 
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Proof The lemma is an easy corollary to the following. 
CLAIM 1. Let n = n(K), 4 be C, _ 3 such that 4 defines A. There is a 
y <K such that 
Y E E, L, < L,, and 
n-2 
d=$y. 
Proof. Note that if L, <n-2 L,, the set {p E QJL, k 4(p)} is open 
dense in Q, since Z7,_, formulas are downward absolute for such a y. 
Assume the claim is false. Let 4 be the least formula defining an open dense 
set for which it is not true. Let yO be the least cardinal less than K such that 
the parameters in 4 are in L,. We may assume that any formula less than 
4 has its parameters in L,,. 
CLAIM 2. There is a y < K such that for every $ less than 4 if $ is .Z’, _ 3 
and II/ defines an open dense subset of QK, then there is a V-C y such that 
TEE, L, <n-2LK, and +=d7. 
Proof. Since 4 is the least counterexample to Claim 2, for every tj less 
than 4 there is such a 7 < K. We can then define a function which is easily 
seen to be C, and so, since L, satisfies the Z,, replacement, the range of 
this function is bounded in K. 
Let y, be the least to satisfy Claim 2. Let C = {y < K/y > y, and 
L, <n-2 LK}. By Lemma 5 choose y E C n E such that n(y) = n - 1. 
CLAIM 3. There is 7 6 y such that L, < n _ 2 L,, 7~ E, and 4 = #?. 
Proof: By definition of yl, for any $ less than 4 if II/ is Zn6,) _ 2 = C, _ 3 
there is 7 < y such that 7~ E, L, < ,+,- I L,, and II/ = #?. So the claim (and 
therefore Lemma 8) follows by the definition of by. 
LEMMA 9. Let z be a successor cardinal. Then P, is r-distributive. 
Proof: Let 4 be a C, formula uniformly detining a sequence (AJi < o) of 
open dense subsets of P,. Let p E P,. We must find q <p such that q E Ai, 
i c T. Let K be the least limit cardinal such that L, < n + 3 L, cof K > z, p 
and the parameters in 4 are in L,. Clearly, n(K) = n + 3. Let s E SK+. 
Define Die QK as follows: 
Di={qEQ,lL, k I(64 1 Cz,KC)). 
Clearly, Di is ,E’, in L, and Di is open dense in QK. Also define for q in Ps 
M2)={@>0M<+Jq. 
Let di = {q E P”,/lr,(q) meets Di}. 
607/74/2-9 
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CLAIM. di is dense in P”;. 
Proof Clear by Lemma 8. 
Now since P: is t-distributive in 6Efs, and clearly (dJi < z) E 6$, , there is 
q d p in Pi such that q E d”j for all i < z. For i < z let pi < K be such that 
n,(q) 1 pi E Di. Since cof K > q there is a /? < K such that pi < /I for all i and 
so n,(q) /‘fiEni,,di. But then clearly q rfl,<p and q rj?Eni<,di. This 
completes the proofs of Lemma 9 and the theorem. 
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